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Finally, in Premiere Pro, PowerDirector doesn't re-render everything every time you insert a clip. In
other words, it remembers what you've added before and doesn't duplicate the effect of applying or
removing a clip. It also doesn't have to recreate a project every time you change scene. This is how

you can finish editing a relatively long video without starting from scratch. Where PowerDirector falls
short is in the amount of effects it supports. The Video Suite had limited color correction tools,

including exposure slider, curves, and contrast, and limited image stabilization. Neither the add-ons,
described below, nor the various others I tested offer such tools. PowerDirector can import and
export a huge variety of formats, including ZIPs, Adobe Flash movies, QuickTime MOV, Windows

Media, and even uncompressed video. Its single-file support of compressed video formats makes it
the most versatile tool for editing among the highest-end video programs. It exports the format that

the program opened in, though it will play back any file but not all. PowerDirector's interface is
extremely intuitive. You can add layer and markers, hide and show graphics components, and so on,
without even thinking about the details. There are three tabs along the bottom of the main window,
one with clip management, one with effects and settings, and one with the timeline. The latter lets

you edit the clip, create Precut clips, export your projects for delivery, render previews, and more. A
toolbar with standard crop, trim, add audio and effects, custom shapes, and more buttons is present

at the bottom of the screen. If you're not familiar with the Mac interface, you can map keyboard
shortcuts to most of the functions, and you can also configure the shortcuts.
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Price is a key point of difference between CyberLink and its competitors, and PowerDirector performs
admirably in that category. Though it comes with five times as many features as Adobe's Premiere
Elements, its features are expensive. That's because it takes advantage of even more features; you
have to pay for three plugins to get access to them. The only low-end feature I didn't expect was the

ability to render a second version of the movie that is rotated 90 degrees from the original
(CyberLink calls it a Frameslider), though it appears as a frame in the timeline. I tried this with one of
the Project Settings filters. This option allows you to create a multiple-person video projection. Even
though it's an amazing effect, I'm unclear about why PowerDirector would be needed for this. While
it's true that you can add multiple faces in more advanced renderers, there is the additional issue of

making them all match with the same background, camera, and lighting. And, as usual,
PowerDirector doesn't have the ability to adjust individual faces, the same way you can in DaVinci

Resolve Studio. But what I appreciate most about the program is its flexibility. You can use its Video
1.0 output presets, which match the industry standard for early flat-panel displays, and apply them
to any video project. It's possible to create a customized format presets for output with CyberLink's
MediaStudio, as well. Then, you can simply drop a video that matches that selected format into an

existing project. There are other configuration options, too. You no longer need to reinstall CyberLink
PowerDirector to get the latest version to work with the latest version of your favourite video-editing

software. CyberLink builds the PowerDirector updates right into their installation files, even if you
didn't run their installer the first time you started up. 5ec8ef588b
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